Teacher Resource

This activity supports:
KS2 and 3 History (England), KS2 History (Wales)
Learning objectives:
 Develop skills of historical enquiry and an understanding of
some of the economic and social aspects of Tudor life.
 Examine a range of historical sources and practice making
inferences about the lives of people at the Mint.
 Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of Tudor life at
the Mint through a drama or writing activity.
You will need:
 PowerPoint projector or interactive whiteboard.
 Printing relevant PowerPoint slides to be used as historical
sources.
 Printing pupil information sheet and worksheet (included in
this resource).
Suggestions for use
The case study uses the Mint at the Tower of London to help give pupils insight into the lives of people
during the Tudor period. It can be used to complement other lessons, units and schemes of work exploring
the Tudors.
Use this activity to:
 Brainstorm and consider previous knowledge about the Tudors and locate the Tudor monarchs in the
history of the Mint at the Tower of London.
 Encourage group work and analyse the historical sources provided to discover more about the lives of
people working at the Mint.
 Ask pupils to record their research using the framework (provided with this resource) and report on their
findings in a class discussion.
 Encourage pupils to reconsider the main question in light of what they have discovered in their
investigation.
 Following a class discussion, ask groups to reflect on their evidence and sort, select and organise their
ideas as preparation for a final writing or drama task. Ideas for challenges include:
 Job Advert:: Write a job advert for working at the Mint. Include: skills required, ability to work with
particular tools, equipment, pay details, working conditions, etc.
 Mint Inspector: You are a foreign ambassador; your king wants to set up a new mint and he has sent
you to London to see what you can learn about running one. Write a report for the king telling him
about the good things you have discovered about how a mint is run and some of the challenges.
 Mint diary: Choose a person from the Mint and write a first person account of what their day was like.

 Create a role play: Use all the information you have discovered to tell the story ‘A day in the life of
the Mint’.
 Job interview: In pairs, improvise a job interview between a mint official (or the king) and a new
applicant.
 Hot seat: A number of pupils take on roles of different people at the Mint (e.g., monarch,
warden/official, potter, moneyer who strikes coins etc). Pupils use what they have learnt and their
imaginations to answer questions from their classmates.

Background and notes
Teacher resources (included)
 How coins were made at the Tower of London
 How to read old coins
 Pupil worksheet: Money, wages and prices in Tudor England*
*1547 prices from: English prices and wages, 1209-1914.
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